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ABSTRACT

The inner solar system, where the terrestrial planets formed and evolve, is populated by small grains of dust
produced by collisions of asteroids and outgassing comets. At visible and infrared wavelengths, this dust cloud
is in fact the most luminous component in the solar system after the Sun itself, and the Earth appears clearly
as an embedded clump in it. Hence, the presence of large amounts of dust in the habitable zone around nearby
main-sequence stars is considered as a major hurdle toward the direct imaging of exoEarths with future dedicated
space-based telescopes. In that context, we address in this paper the detectability of exoEarths embedded in
structured debris disks with future space-based visible coronagraphs and mid-infrared interferometers. Using a
new collisional grooming algorithm, we produced, for the first time, models of dust clouds that simultaneously
and self-consistently handle dust grain dynamics, including resonant interactions with planets, and grain-grain
collisions. Considering various viewing geometries, we derive in a second step limiting dust densities that can
be tolerated around nearby main-sequence stars in order to ensure the characterization of exoEarths with future
direct imaging missions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The inner solar system, where the terrestrial planets formed and evolve, is populated by small (1-100µm) grains
of dust produced by collisions of asteroids and outgassing comets. This dust cloud – the zodiacal cloud, also
called debris disk – fills the ecliptic plane within the asteroid belt and can be clearly seen from Earth as a diffuse
glow in the night sky. At visible and infrared wavelengths, it is in fact the most luminous component in the solar
system after the Sun itself, and the Earth appears clearly as an embedded clump in it.1 Hence, the possible
presence of dust in the habitable zone around nearby main-sequence stars is considered as a major hurdle toward
the direct imaging of Earth-like extrasolar planets (exoEarths) with future dedicated space-based telescopes. On
the one hand, exozodiacal dust is a source of background noise that significantly contributes to photon noise
and, hence, to the integration time required for detecting a planet. On the other hand, structures in exozodiacal
clouds are potential sources of confusion that might bias the planet detection and produce false positives. These
structures might nonetheless represent signposts of unseen perturbing planets and will encourage to spend more
observing time on the planetary systems where they are detected. Dust structures in debris disks have in fact
been predicted by theoretical studies2–4 and revealed later around several stars.5–7 The origin of some of these
clumpy structures may be attributed to the gravitational influence of planets on the small dust grains. Indeed,
after their release from parent bodies via collisions or outgassing, dust grains experience different paths in the
stellar system, depending on their effective size. Whereas the smallest particles are ejected from the planetary
systems by radiation pressure in a dynamical time, larger particles slowly spiral inward due to Pointing-Robertson
drag. While spiraling toward their host star, dust particles may become temporarily trapped in mean motion
resonance with planets, extending their lifetimes. This trapping locally enhances the particle density, creating
structures, originally described for the solar zodiacal cloud as circumstellar rings, bands, and clumps leading and
trailing the Earth in its orbit.1
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Figure 1. Optical depth for two representative disk models, showing the resonant dust structures created by an Earth-like
planet orbiting on a circular orbit at 1 AU from the star with an inclination of 0◦ (left figure) and 60◦ (right figure). The
planet is located on the x-axis (90 degrees clockwise from vertical).

Unfortunately, very little is currently known about the presence of dust in the terrestrial planet region of
nearby planetary systems. So far, debris disks have mostly been observed on relatively large spatial scales,
corresponding to material located tens to hundreds of AU from their host star. Whether exozodiacal dust is
actually present in observable quantities in these systems has been an important question for several years.
Mid-infrared surveys (e.g., IRAS, ISO, Spitzer) addressed this issue and reported the detection of warm dust
(at ∼10µm) around a handful of candidates with an occurrence rate lower than 1% for nearby main-sequence
stars and a detection threshold of ∼ 1000 times the zodiacal dust emission.8 A more sensitive survey with
infrared interferometry found only 3 detections in a survey of 25 targets and derived an upper limit for the mean
exozodiacal dust density of 150 zodis (3-σ upper limit, corresponding to 99% confidence under the additional
assumption that the measurement errors are Gaussian).9

In this paper, we investigate the impact of exozodiacal dust structures on the exoEarth imaging with future
space-based coronagraphs and mid-infrared interferometers. Using a new collisional grooming algorithm, we
produced, for the first time, models of dust clouds that simultaneously and self-consistently handle dust grain
dynamics, including resonant interactions with planets, and grain-grain collisions. These modeled images are
then used as input of our instrument simulators and help us to address the detectability of an exoEarth orbiting
at 1 AU around a Sun-like star located at 10 pc.

2. THE EXOZODIACAL DUST DISK MODEL

Exozodiacal dust clouds models with resonant ring structures were produced using a collisional grooming al-
gorithm.10 Briefly, this algorithm simultaneously solves the equations of motion governing small dust grains,
including the interactions with a planet on a circular orbit around the star, and the number flux equation in-
cluding destruction of dust grains via graingrain collisions. The disk model is then produced iteratively from a
collisionless debris disk “seed model” as input until the three-dimensional dust distribution matches that of a
steady-state collisional disk with a given dust production rate. A more detailed explanation of the collisional
grooming algorithm can be found in Stark et al. (2009).11

For the present study, we produced disk models of a Sun-Earth system located at 10 pc and surrounded by
a dust disk of various densities (from 1 to 100 zodis where 1 zodi represents a dust disk identical to the zodiacal
cloud). For each of these models, we integrated the orbits of 12,500 dust grains launched from a belt of parent
bodies exterior to the orbit of the planet. We used a hybrid symplectic integrator with an integration step
size equal to one hundredth of the period of the planet.12 The parent body orbits were distributed uniformly
in semi-major axis between 2.5 ap and 3.0 ap, uniformly in eccentricity between 0 and 0.1, and uniformly in



inclination between 0. and 10◦. All other parent body orbital parameters were distributed uniformly between 0
and 2π. The resulting model is shown in Fig. 1 for two different representative cases.

3. IMAGING EXOEARTHS WITH OPTICAL TELESCOPES

3.1 Instrumental concept

We consider in this section an optical telescope equipped with a Phase Induced Amplitude Apodization Coron-
agraph (PIAAC13) but the results discussed here should be similar for other optical wavelength missions using
either external occulters or internal coronagraphs. In short, the PIAAC coronagraph provides lossless amplitude
apodization of the pupil by geometric redistribution of light instead of selective absorption.14 The geometrical
remapping of the telescope pupil amplifies phase slopes, therefore enabling observations at smaller angular sep-
arations than with a conventional amplitude apodization. A focal plane mask occults starlight in the first focal
after two aspheric optics (mirrors or lenses) are used for the beam remapping. Then, an inverse pair of beam
remapping optics are used to restore the original pupil and recover the field of view.

The coronagraph simulation was performed with a modified version of the one described by Guyon et
al. (2006)13 using the parameters listed in Table 1. Instead of using the simple, symmetric analytic repre-
sentation of the exozodiacal debris disks in the original simulation, we now use the more appropriate asymmetric
evolutional debris disk models described in the previous section.15 The present PIAAC simulation considers a
4-meter diameter telescope aperture observing a Sun-like star located at 10 pc with an Earth-sized planet in a
circular orbit at 1 AU (see parameters in Table 1). The images produced by the simulator are shown in Fig. 2
(no photon noise) and in Fig. 3 for various disk densities (with photon noise).

3.2 The need for exozodiacal background subtraction

Despite the apparent hole in the exozodiacal dust distribution near the planet position (see Fig. 1), a significant
background emission from the exozodiacal cloud is mixing with that of the planet. The reasons are because,
one the one hand, the hole is not completely devoid of dust and, on the other hand, a part of the surrounding
emission is likely to fall within the telescope PSF (depending on its size, target distance, etc..). Hence, as a first
step, we computed the amount of exozodiacal flux that falls within the PSF at the planet position and compared
it to the planet flux. The corresponding ratio is shown in Fig. 2 with respect to the disk density for various disk
inclinations. This figure clearly shows that the exozodiacal dust emission is generally dominant from a typical
ratio of a few tenths for a few zodis to 0.1% for the edgen-on system of 100 zodis. Whereas this exozodiacal flux
directly contributes to increased background noise and, hence, longer exposure times, it also represents a source
of confusion and a possible bias on the planet detection. It is therefore mandatory to accurately remove the
exozodiacal background emission in the image obtained by the coronagraph. The technique usually proposed
to get around this issue is to fit an exozodiacal disk model to parts of the image and then subtract the model
from the image. This technique has the advantage to removes smoothly varying exozodi emission fairly easily
but can lead to significant biases if the model used for the fit is not appropriate and does not account properly
for the flux at the planet position. Representative exozodiacal disk models like that presented in the previous

Table 1. Coronagraphic simulation parameters used in this study (see more details in Guyon et al. 200613).

Parameter Value Comment
Coronagraph type PIAAC Phase-induced amplitude apodizing coronagraph13

Telescope diameter 4 m
Imaging wavelength 550 nm Bandwidth of 110 nm
Wavefront quality Perfect No time-variable wavefront errors
Detector Perfect No readout noise or dark current included
Star mV = Sun-like at 10 pc
Planet mV = ExoEarth at 1 AU, albedo of 0.2
Exozodiacal dust 1 to 100 zodis Collisional disk model with resonant structures10

Zodiacal background 23.28 to 22.24 mV/arcsec
2 Function of ecliptic latitude

Integration time 10000 s About 7 hours



Figure 2. Top, Simulated images produced by the PIAA coronagraph (no Poisson noise) for two dust disk densities (1 and
10 zodis, left figures) and two disk inclinations (0◦ and 60◦, right figures). Bottom, Amount of exozodiacal background
within the PSF at the planet position compared to the planet flux for various disk inclinations (left figure). The right
figure shows the corresponding bias after removing an azimuthally-averaged exozodiacal disk model.

section will be therefore of crucial importance to analyze and model the images obtained by future space-based
coronagraphs.

Obviously, we cannot use in this study our input model as background estimator since this would lead to a
perfect background subtraction and would not represent the uncertainties that we will face in reality with actual
images of planetary systems. Instead, we used an azimuthally-averaged version of our model as estimator of
the exozodiacal background. Although quite restrictive, this approach provides a good estimation on the typical
biases inherent to the model fitting of the exozodiacal background. The ratio of the planet flux to the bias at the
planet position (averaged over the PSF) is shown in Fig. 2 for various disk densities. A more detailed analysis
is currently under progress and will be presented in an upcoming paper (Stark et al., in prep).

3.3 Planet signal extraction

In order to assess the detectability of the exoEarth in the images produced by the PIAA simulator, we performed
a matched-filtering algorithm (or PSF fitting) which has been shown to be close to the optimal linear detection
strategy.16 In short, matched filtering consists in subtracting the background model from the images produced
by the coronagraph and then cross-correlating the results with the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the telescope.
To derive the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each position, the matched-filtered images are then divided by the
photon noise map at each position (see result in the SNR maps displayed in Fig. 3 computed for an integration
time of 10000 s (approximately 7 hours). For the lowest exozodiacal dust densities (.20 zodis), Fig. 3 shows that
there is a clear detection at the planet position (SNR>5) although our model for the exozodiacal dust emission
is over-estimated at this location and a part of the planet flux is removed by the background subtraction. This



Figure 3. Images produced by the PIAA coronagraph and corresponding result of the PSF fitting for a Sun-Earth system
located at 10 pc and surrounded by an exozodiacal cloud of various densities (left column: 1, 5, and 10 zodis; right column:
20, 50, and 100 zodis).

dust density of 20 zodis must therefore be considered as a lower limit since it can be improved with more accurate
disk models and a longer integration time.

In addition, at approximately 10 zodis, a second clear detection appears in the SNR map at a few degrees
behind the planet on its orbit. This detection corresponds to planet-trailing grains which are present in our
input model and observed in the Zodiacal cloud. These planet-trailing grains dominate the detection map at
dust densities higher than 15 zodis and represent a significant source of confusion. At this stage, a spectroscopic
analysis might be the only possibility to reveal the nature of this detection but is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, it is interesting to note that the planet-trailing clump remains detectable up to at least 100 zodis and
represent a signpost about the presence of a nearby planet. If such a clump is detected, it is therefore a strong
argument to spend a longer integration time on this target to reveal the planet.

4. IMAGING EXOEARTHS WITH MID-INFRARED INTRERFEROMETERS

The detection and characterization of exoEarths in the mid-infrared present several advantages, including a
better contrast with the star than in the visible (107 for a Sun-like star compared to 1010 in the visible) and the
presence of spectral bands of water, carbon dioxide, and ozone. However, resolving the habitable zone around
nearby stars in the mid-infrared requires a very large telescope with a diameter of at least 20 m. Space-based
interferometry is therefore considered as the most promising technique to achieve this goal. During the past
decade, a large effort has been carried out to define a design that provides excellent scientific performance at
minimum cost and technical risk. This has resulted in a convergence and general consensus on a single mission
architecture consisting of a non-coplanar X-array, called Emma, using four collector spacecraft and a single



Figure 4. Simulated chopped photon rate as a function of the array rotation angle for various exozodiacal dust densities
and corresponding correlation maps computed for an Emma X-array nulling interferometer.

beam combiner spacecraft.17 Such a design enables the implementation of phase chopping, a technique which
suppresses from the final output all sources having point-symmetric brightness distributions. Hence, most of
the exozodiacal dust emission is removed by phase chopping and there is no need for background subtraction by
model fitting. Nonetheless, asymmetric structures (such as the planet-trailing clump described above) are not
suppressed and thereby contribute as possible biases and/or false positives.

In this study, we consider the mission architecture described by Table 2 and performed the simulations with
the DARWINsim software which was previously used to assess the impact of exozodiacal dust on the detection
of exoEarths.18 Introducing our new model images into DarwinSIM, we computed the total chopped photon
rate as a function of the array rotation angle for a face-on system of various exozodiacal dust densities. The
results are represented in Fig. 4 with the corresponding correlation maps below (obtained by cross-correlation
of the chopped signal with the expected signal of a point source at each position). This figure shows that the



Table 2. Interferometric simulation parameters used in this study (see more details in Defrère et al.(2010)18).

Parameter Value Comment
Interferometer type Emma X-array 4 telescopes with phase chopping17

Telescope diameter 4 m
Baseline 11×66 m Optimized configuration
Imaging wavelength 10 µm Bandwidth of 0.5 µm
Instrumental stability Perfect No optical-path difference nor intensity mismatchs
Detector Perfect No readout noise or dark current included
Star 1.7× 106 ph m−2 s−1 Sun-like at 10 pc
Planet 0.17 ph m−2 s−1 ExoEarth at 1 AU
Exozodiacal dust 1 to 100 zodis Collisional disk model with resonant structures10

Zodiacal background 7.1× 1012 ph m−2 s−1 sr−1 Kelsall model1

Integration time 80 h About 3.3 days

planet can be detected up to 20 zodis with a SNR of at least 3. Unlike the coronagraph, there is no significant
detection (SNR>3) of false positives beyond 20 zodis and at least up to 100 zodis.

5. CONCLUSION

Using a new collisional disk model,10 we addressed in this paper the impact of resonant dust structures in
exozodiacal disks on the detection of exoEarths with future space-based visible coronagraphs and mid-IR in-
terferometers. Considering a Sun-Earth system located at 10 pc, we showed in a first step that the flux of
the exozodiacal dust falling within the PSF at the planet position is generally dominant and must therefore be
accurately removed. Using a simple axi-symmetric model for the exozodiacal background subtraction produces
however a significant bias at the planet position, even for disks with a density as low as 1 zodi. This suggests
that a detailed modeling of the exozodiacal dust disk, using for instance the model presented in this paper, will
be mandatory in order to ensure the accurate detection of planets. In a second step, we performed a matched
filtering on our simulated images (coronagraph) or on output chopped signals (interferometer). In both cases,
the detection of the planet becomes challenging beyond a density of approximately 20 zodis in a reasonable
integration time. In the case of the coronagraph, there is in addition a clear false positive produced by grains
trailing the planet on its orbit. This false positive is the most easily detected feature beyond 20 zodis and might
represent the first detected signpost of a nearby unseen planet. A more detailed analysis considering the effect
of target distance, planet longitude, and disk inclination is currently under progress and will be discussed in an
upcoming paper (Stark et al. in prep).
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